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PRE-TOURNMENT INTERVIEW  
August 14, 2018      
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN 
 

 

 

MODERATOR:  All right.  What were you up to in your off week?  

 

ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  I didn't do I think much.  I mean, I went to my house in Orlando, 

spend time, like a week, and practice only a few day. 

 

MODERATOR:  Yeah.  How are you feeling about your game after the Scottish and the 

British?  

 

ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Feel okay.  I mean, it's totally different, of course, because like in 

Scotland and British we have to do something -- actually, I didn't feel I work on my swing, I 

just work on the shot, low one, fade, draw.  But when I come back here, I have to focus on 

my swing more, because I'm not going to be able to do, try to keep low, fade, draw, off of 

every shot. 

 

MODERATOR:  Okay.  You played really well at the British.  How nice was that?  Does that 

give you momentum this week? 

 

ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah, I feel a lot better, because -- not for this week, but a link 

course -- because like when I saw the course on television, like I can't play this one, you 

know.  Played first day in the pro-am, 18 hole, and I told my caddie, I can't.  It's one of the 

hardest links I ever play.  And end up with finish top-10 is pretty good for me. 

 

MODERATOR:  Yeah.  Does that -- are you able to take anything from that good finish this 

week? 

 

ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah, I have, because like -- so what I feel right now, I feel like if I 

really focused and stay in control, I'm going to be able to play okay golf, even if like the 

course not right for me. 

 

MODERATOR:  Okay.  Week 3, No. 1.  How are you feeling?  Comfortable? 

 

ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah, feel pretty -- I mean, feel okay, because I didn't pay attention 

with that much, so right now I feel like because last time is not help me to be better golfer, 

and right now I feel like if I really focus, I think I'm in control.  And what I focus through the 

end of the year, like I want to improve myself every day. 

 

MODERATOR:  Yeah.  I heard the fairways are really wide here.  Have you seen the course 

yet?  Will you hit driver this week? 
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ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah, I have seen the course.  I mean, I did nine holes yesterday, 

another nine, so I saw all 18 hole. 

 

So, yeah, maybe I feel more I can hit driver.  I have been practice so hard with my driver, so 

I hope I'm going to still feel good to the tournament day, then I can be able to bring my driver 

out. 

 

MODERATOR:  You didn't play this tournament last year. 

 

ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  I didn't.  First time. 

 

MODERATOR:  Do you think this is a course you can play well? 

 

ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  I mean, soon -- I feel like if I have really good commit, I should be 

able to play okay every course then. 

 

MODERATOR:  Okay.   
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